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Abstract: Single-pixel imaging (SPI) utilizes a second-order correlation of structured illumination
light field and a single-pixel detector to form images. As the single-pixel detector provides no spatial
resolution, a structured illumination light field generated by devices such as a spatial light modulator
substitutes the role of array camera to retrieve pixel-wise spatial information. Due to its unique
imaging modality, SPI has certain advantages. Meanwhile, its counterintuitive configuration and
reciprocity relation to traditional array cameras have been studied to understand its fundamental
principle. According to previous studies, the non-spatial detection property makes it possible for SPI
to resist scattering in the detection part. In this work, we study the influence of an obstacle aperture
in the detection part of SPI. We notice that such an obstacle aperture can restrict the field-of-view
(FOV) of SPI, which can be diminished by a scattering process. We investigate these properties with
experiment results and analysis under geometry optics. We believe that our study will be helpful in
understanding the counterintuitive configuration of SPI and its reciprocity to traditional imaging.

Keywords: single-pixel imaging; computational imaging; reciprocity; scattering media

1. Introduction

Traditional imaging system utilizes detector arrays, such as the charge-coupled device
(CCD) and complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS), accomplish the imaging
process with the direct detection of light intensity on the image plane. By contrast, a single-
pixel imaging (SPI) system, or a single-pixel camera (SPC), images the target with a non-
spatially resolving detector that only contains one pixel, i.e., single-pixel detector, which is
also known as a bucket detector. Unlike traditional imaging, the spatial resolution of the
image captured by SPC is not determined by the detector, but by a sequence of structured
illumination light fields with specific light intensity distribution which are incident to the
surface of the object. Because of its unique imaging mechanism, this new computational
imaging technology has arose extensive research interest in the past two decades.

SPI utilises second-order correlation of light field to retrieve spatial information.
Its development has been largely motivated by ghost imaging (GI). To start with, GI is
first demonstrated using quantum entanglement [1]. Later on it is demonstrated that
GI can also be performed with classical illumination [2,3] or even in a computational
modality [4]. Computational ghost imaging scheme requires only single-pixel detectors
and therefore named as SPI. Since developed, it has been widely applied in many fields,
such as three-dimensional imaging [5–7], ultrafast imaging [8–10] etc. Due to the wide
response waveband and high sensitivity of single-pixel detectors, SPI is very suitable for
imaging in special wavebands such as infrared [11,12], ultraviolet [13,14], terahertz [15–17]
and even X-ray [18–20] or multispectral imaging [21,22] and hyperspectral imaging [23,24].

With the development of SPI technology, its advantages have been highlighted and ap-
plied in many complex environments. For traditional cameras, its image quality is affected
by atmospheric turbulence and other scattering media. However, SPI has advantages in this
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aspect and has an anti-interference capacity. Han, et al. demonstrated through simulations
and experiments that the performance of SPI is superior to traditional imaging through
atmospheric turbulence [25]. P. Ben Dixon, et al. proposed a theoretical model and demon-
strated that the impact of atmospheric turbulence is greatly reduced in SPI [26]. Zhang
et al. combined Fourier filter and conditional generative adversarial network (CGAN) to
further reduce the imfact of atmospheric turbulence in Fourier SPI [27]. Y. Jauregui-Sánchez
et al. showed that SPI has a better performance over traditional imaging though scattering
media by the Fourier gating [28]. In the presence of scattering media, three-dimensional
imaging [29], polarimetric imaging [30] and microscopic imaging [31] can still be realized
under SPI mechanism.

In recent years, efforts have been made to explore the potential of SPI through scatter-
ing media. However, inspired by reciprocity between SPC and an array camera system, it
occurs to us that the characteristics of scattering media can also be used. In a normal camera
system, disturbance in the illumination part between light source and object could change
the shading or light uniformity in the imaging process, but does not affect the imaging
configuration. In a SPC, this principle is valid in the detection part, as a single-pixel detector
with no spatial resolution is analogue to the light source in an array camera system. If we
insert a sheet of ground glass between the object and the detector in SPC, it can still produce
images given sufficient signal. In order to form an image, what can not be interrupted, just
as the imaging process between the object and the array camera, is the projection process of
structured illumination light field between the projector and the object. Therefore, if some
obstacles block the light from object to bucket detector causing incomplete reconstruction of
object, we can take advantage of the property of scattering media that can scatter incident
light to a wide range of directions, to recover the missing information of the object.

In this work, we study the influence of disturbance in detection part of SPC. We
first introduce the basis of SPI and experimentally demonstrate the competence of SPC in
imaging through scattering media. We then study how an aperture obstacle inserted in
the detection part affects SPI. The experimental results show that an aperture affects SPI
in a complete different way to scattering media. While scattering media in detection part
may reduce imaging contrast, an aperture obstacle could seriously restrict the field-of-view
(FOV) of SPI. Further, we have showed that by combining scattering media in such a system,
we can enlarge the FOV by taking use of the scattering process. We have also explained
these phenomena with experimental results, referring to the reciprocity principle between
SPI and traditional imaging under geometry optics. We believe this work will lead to a
better understanding of the reciprocity, which is an important intrinsic property of SPI,
and promote the potential of SPI in more scenarios.

2. Methods
2.1. Principle of SPI

The principle of SPI can be understood as the second-order correlation, i.e., the cor-
relation between the intensity fluctuations that was first confirmed by HBT experiment
in 1956 [32] . In a SPI system, the section from light source to the object through a digital
micro-mirror device (DMD) is referred to as an illumination part, while the section from
the object to bucket detector is referred to as the detection part. Structured illumination
light fields, also known as the illumination patterns, are generally produced by DMD and
then incident to the object. After interacting with the object, light is measured by a bucket
detector. The reconstruction of object can be realized by a correlation calculation between
illumination patterns and the corresponding detection values. A schematic diagram of the
SPI system is shown in Figure 1.

The intensity distribution of an illumination pattern can be described by a matrix.
Therefore, the detection value of the bucket detector can be described mathematically as:

s(i) = Ii(x, y) ·O(x, y). (1)
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Here, i = 1, 2,. . . , N refers to the ith measurement, N refers to the total number of
measurements, s(i) refers to the ith single-pixel measurement of intensity, Ii(x, y) refers
to the intensity distribution of the ith illumination pattern, O(x, y) refers to the object, ·
refers to inner production of an illumination pattern and the object . Equation (1) suggests
that bucket detection value reflects the spatial correlation between illumination pattern
and the object. In other words, the bucket detection value indicates the similarity of spatial
distribution between the illumination pattern and the object.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of an SPI system. In an SPI system, DMD is illuminated by a light
source such as an LED or collimated laser beam to produce illumination patterns, which are then
projected to object through imaging lens. After interaction with the object, light is measured by a
bucket detector. The image can be retrieved by a correlation calculation between illumination patterns
and the corresponding detection values.

The reconstruction of the object can be described mathematically as:

Ô(x, y) = 〈 [ s(i)− 〈s(i)〉 ][ Ii(x, y)− 〈Ii(x, y)〉 ]〉. (2)

Here, Ô(x, y) denotes the reconstruction result, 〈·〉 denotes the ensemble average for
N measurements, s(i)− 〈s(i)〉 and Ii(x, y)− 〈Ii(x, y)〉 denotes the zero-mean operation.
In accordance with Equation (2), the reconstruction process of SPI can be understood
as a weighted stacking of the sequence of illumination patterns, and the weight of each
pattern is proportionate to its corresponding detection value. Considering the detection
value represents the degree of spatial correlation between an illumination pattern and the
object, the image is formed essentially by summing the patterns weighted by their spatial
correlation with the object.

Based on the above discussion, we can summarize two important features of SPI.
Firstly, the whole imaging process of SPI can be divided into two subprocesses, measure-
ment and reconstruction. The measurement process denotes the process in which the
bucket detector obtains the intensity of structured illumination light fields modulated by
the object. The reconstruction section is the process to retrieve the object by correlation
calculation between illumination patterns and the corresponding detection values. These
two processes are independent to each other. After measurement, reconstruction can be
carried out immediately to achieve instant imaging, or the measurement results can be
saved for subsequent reconstruction at any time. Secondly, in a SPI system, the object
and the detector are not limited by the object-image conjugate relation, which reduces
the demand for optical lens and leads to good resistance to the factors of distorting the
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intensity distribution that could cause image quality degradation as in traditional array
camera imaging system.

2.2. Experiment Design

The purpose of our work is to study and discuss the effect of disturbance, such as
scattering media and obstacles, in the detection part on SPI result based on the reciprocal
relation between SPI and traditional imaging, and at the same time, create a scenario
that demonstrates the reciprocity clearly and allows for a deeper understanding of it.
Meanwhile, the experiments verify the competence of SPI in resisting the influence of
scattering media in detection part and enable us to utilize this competence to enlarge the
FOV blocked by obstacles. We believe our work can provide a good idea for imaging in
some complex environments especially for the situation when there exist some inevitable
obstacles between the detector and the target.

The reciprocity between SPI system and traditional imaging system is mainly based
on the law of the reversibility of light, which means that the bucket detector in a SPI system
is equivalent to the light source in a traditional imaging system and DMD in a SPI system
is equivalent to the array camera in a traditional imaging system. Thus, any operation on
the detection part of SPI is equivalent to the same operation between the light source and
object in the traditional system. To illustrate the reciprocity more explicitly, we would like
to conduct three experiments based on the same SPI system.

In the first experiment, a sheet of ground glass is placed in the detection part. Accord-
ing to the reciprocity, this configuration can be considered as a scattering medium inserted
between the light source and object in a traditional imaging system, so that the integrity
and accuracy of this SPI result should be conserved and the potential of SPI for imaging
through scattering media will be demonstrated either. In the second experiment, we place
an obstacle in different position between the object and the bucket detector to explore how
the obstacle will restrict the FOV of SPI, and more importantly, give an accessible example
to show the reciprocity of SPI. Inspired by the first two experiments, we find it possible to
utilize scattering media to enlarge the restricted FOV caused by obstacles in detection part.
Therefore, in the third experiment, the obstacle and ground glass are set in the detection
part simultaneously. This experiment provides not only a novel scenario to understand
the reciprocity between SPI and traditional imaging but also great application prospects of
FOV enlarged imaging when FOV is limited by some obstacles.

All the three experiments are based on the same SPI system and the only difference
among them is the configuration of detection part. In the SPI system, a white light LED
(Thorlabs MCWHLP2) is used as the light source. After collimation, light is incident
onto the DMD (ViALUX V-7001) and gets modulated to generate desired illumination
patterns. Illumination patterns are then projected onto the object through an imaging
lens (Canon 50 mm f /1.8). An amplified photodiode (Thorlabs PDA100A), is used as
the single-pixel (bucket) detector to measure the intensity of diffuse light from the object.
A 1 inch convex lens is placed in front of the bucket detector to enhance detection efficiency.
In all reconstructions throughout this work, imaging resolution is set as 128× 128 pixels.
768× 768 DMD pixels are used to project a series of 128× 128 pixels orthogonal patterns
derived from Hadamard matrix, each modulation pixel being displayed by 6× 6 DMD
pixels. The exposure time for each illumination pattern is 50 µs, thus the total acquisition
time to reconstruct an image is about 1.64 s.

3. Experiments and Discussion
3.1. SPI with Scattering Detection

An advantage of SPI is that it is resistant to scattering or turbulence in front of the
detector. This can be understood from the reciprocity between SPI and traditional imaging.
Traditional imaging technology using focal plane array camera can be explained following
the basic laws of geometry optics. In geometry optics, imaging process can be described
as that, light emitted from each point of the object gets projected onto corresponding
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pixel of the imager in the conjugate plane via an optical imaging lens. An array camera,
such as CCD or CMOS, is located on the image plane to measure the pixel-wise intensity
distribution. In this process, light in any certain homogeneous medium travels along
straight lines. However, when light emitted from the object passes through scattering
media such as smoke or atmospheric turbulence, rectilinear propagation geometry is
broken, the original intensity distribution in the image plane will be distorted which can
lead to great degradation or even failure of imaging. On the other hand, scattering or
turbulence between the object and illumination may affect the lighting condition, but will
not break the imaging geometry.

Unlike traditional imaging systems, SPI is based on the spatial correlation between
structured illumination and the total reflected or transmitted light intensity from the
object. The bucket detector is non-spatially resolving that can only detect the total intensity
value. Pixel-wise sampling of spatial information is instead carried out via the structured
illumination in the illumination part. This reciprocal process to traditional imaging indicates
that scattering of object light in detection part will not break down the SPI process if the
scattered light can still provide sufficient signal flux.

In order to verify the influence of scattering media in detection part on SPI quality,
a comparison experiment is carried out.The experimental schematic diagram is shown in
Figure 2a. First, an image is obtained with no scattering medium placed in the detection
part, that light reflected by the object is directly measured by the bucket detector. SPI
result is shown in Figure 2b. In the second imaging process, a sheet of ground glass is
placed in the detection part between the object and bucket detector. The light modulated
by the object was first scattered through the ground glass and then measured by the bucket
detector. Corresponding reconstruction result is shown in Figure 2c.

By comparing Figure 2b,c, we can see that a SPI system can successfully reconstruct the
target object even though there are scattering media between the object and bucket detector.
However, compared with the result without the scattering medium, the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) of the reconstructed image with it decreases. Especially when we observe
the background part of Figure 2b,c, the phenomenon of relative low SNR of SPI result
with scattering media is more significant. One reason is that light is attenuated in the
ground glass. More importantly, the ground glass scatters light into random directions.
The irradiance of light incident over the photosensitive surface of the bucket detector
diminishes, resulting in reduction of signal power. Whereas, the detector noise, such as
dark noise or shot noise, does not change. As a consequence, the SNR of reconstructed
image decreases. This experiment shows that a reasonable image can be reconstructed by
SPI system even with the present of strong scattering media in the detection part, at the
cost of the image SNR.
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Figure 2. (a) Schematic diagram of imaging through scattering media based on SPI. The light source
is a white light LED. An amplified photodiode with a 1 inch convex lens is used as the bucket
detector. When considering the influence of scattering media on SPI, a sheet of ground glass will
be placed in detection part. In all reconstructions throughout this work, imaging resolution is set
as 128× 128 pixels. (b) SPI result of object with no scattering medium in the detection part. (c) SPI
result of object when a sheet of ground glass is placed in the detection part between the object and
the bucket detector.

3.2. SPI with FOV Restricted Detection

In this section, we will show that, apart from scattering media, obstacles such as an iris
in the detection part can affect SPI in a different and more apparent way. In the detection
part of SPI system, rather than inserting a sheet of ground glass, we place an obstacle, a 3D-
printed circular iris with a diameter of 1 cm, between the object and detector (Figure 3a).
Part of the diffusive reflection light from the object can be detected by the bucket detector,
while the rest is blocked by the iris. The iris is first placed 20 cm away from the object, where
the distance between the object and bucket detector is 60 cm. Imaging results are shown
in Figure 3b. Apparently the imaging FOV is highly restricted. To understand this result,
we should first remind ourselves that the diffraction of the iris with a diameter of 1 cm is
weak and can be ignored. Influence of the iris over the imaging results can be analyzed
with geometry optics, that light travels from the object to the detector following rectilinear
propagation. In this propagation process, light detected by the detector is direction selective.
For a certain point of the object, although diffusive reflection light off the object travels
towards all directions, only that of the propagation direction within a small solid angle can
arrive at the detecting window of the bucket detector, which is defined by the 1 inch convex
lens. Without the iris, light from all areas of the object can be detected by the detector. When
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the iris is inserted, however, light reflected from certain part of the object is totally blocked
away from the detection window. The restriction of FOV is then rendered. As illustrated
in Figure 3j, the straight line connecting the top end of the detector and bottom end of the
iris determines the bottom boundary of the FOV, while that connecting the bottom end of
the detector and top end of the iris determines the top boundary of the FOV, which means
that the size of the detector window, the iris size and their distance together determines the
FOV on the object plane that can be “seen” by the detector.

Figure 3. (a) Schematic diagram of detection part in FOV restricted detection. The distance between
object and bucket detector is 60 cm. A 3D-printed circular iris in a diameter of 1 cm is used as an
obstacle and placed in detection part to restrict FOV. (b–i) The reconstructions of gradually moving
the obstacle away from the object to the detector, and the distance of every movement is 5 cm. (b) is
the reconstructed image when the obstacle is 20 cm away from the object. (i) is the result with the
distance between object and obstacle is 55 cm, which indicate that when obstacle clings to bucket
detector. (j) Illustration of restricted FOV caused by obstacle in detection part. Orange solid line and
Green solid line indicates the FOV determined by the detector and the obstacle in position 1 and
position 2, respectively. (k) The linear FOV of reconstructions with respect to the distance between
the obstacle and the object.

According to Figure 3j, the reason of the FOV restriction can also be regarded as
the “projection” process of the iris. However, we should be careful that this “projection”
process is not that light from the object projects the shape of the iris onto the detection
plane. Instead, to understand this process, we need to refer to the reciprocity principle
between SPI and traditional imaging system, that we replace the bucket detector with
a light source. Then under this virtual light source the shape of the iris projected onto
the object determines the FOV. If we move the iris away from the object, the FOV should
increase. In order to prove the influence of position of the iris over the FOV, we carry out
eight different SPI reconstructions by gradually moving the iris away from the object to the
detector. Every time the iris is moved by 5 cm. Results are shown in Figure 3b–i. It can be
seen that the shape of the FOV is circular that is similar to the shape of the iris. Therefore,
the diameter of FOV circle can be used to quantify the linear FOV of each reconstruction,
and the quantification result is illustrated in Figure 3k. The x-axis of Figure 3k is the
distance between the obstacle and the object. The y-axis is linear FOV. As the iris gets
closer to the bucket detector, the restriction on the FOV reduces and the FOV becomes
larger. These results are consistent with the “projection” principle described in Figure 3j.
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This “projection” process is counterintuitive, as although light travels from the object to
the detector, the “projection” of the iris which defines the imaging FOV is virtually from
the detector to the object plane. This counterintuitive property provides us an important
scenario to understand the reciprocity of SPI to traditional imaging.

3.3. FOV Enlarged by Scattered Light

As mentioned above, the incomplete reconstruction shown in Figure 3 is caused by
rectilinear propagation of light in homogeneous media (air), while scattering media can
change the propagation direction of light without breaking the imaging geometry of SPI.
In this case, it is possible that we expand the FOV imposed by the iris by inserting a
scattering medium in the detection part to destroy the “projection” process of the iris. To
demonstrate this idea, we carry out an experiment by inserting a sheet of ground glass in
the detection part of SPI system as shown in Figure 4a. The ground glass used as a scattering
medium is placed between the obstacle and the bucket detector. The obstacle is fixed 35 cm
away from the object in the detection part, therefore 25 cm from the detector.The position
of the obstacle is consistent with Figure 3e. Under structured illumination, object light first
passes through the 1 cm iris and then a static ground glass. After scattering, the propagation
direction of light changes randomly, generating a larger range of wave vector directions
compared to that without scattering.The ground glass is moved from a position clinging to
the iris towards the bucket detector with a distance of 5 cm at each movement to explore
how the distance between ground glass and the iris affects the of the FOV and the imaging
results are shown in Figure 4b–g. By comparing these reconstructions with that shown as
Figure 3e, we can see that the FOV of the SPI system, which is restricted by the iris, gets
enlarged by inserting the ground glass, but at the same time, SNR is reduced.

Figure 4. (a) Schematic diagram of detection part which enlarges the restricted FOV of SPI by
scattered light. FOV is restricted by the iris of 1cm diameter, which is placed 35 cm away from the
object in the detection part and therefore 25 cm from the detector. Ground glass is inserted between
the iris and bucket detector to generate scattered light. The ground glass is moved from a position
clinging to the iris towards the bucket detector with a distance of 5 cm at each movement. (b–g) The
reconstructions of gradually moving the ground glass away from the iris to bucket detector and the
distance of every movement is 5 cm. (b) is the result when the ground glass clings to the iris. (g) is the
result when the ground glass clings to bucket detector. (h)The SNR and linear FOV of reconstructions
with respect to the distance between ground glass and obstacle.
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To quality the evolution of reconstructions in this process, we calculate the SNR and
FOV of each image of Figure 4b–g. FOV is evaluated in the same way as above. SNR is
calculated by using Figure 3e as a reference image, because Figure 3e is obtained under the
same obstacle arrangement as that in Figure 4. Using Figure 3e the reference image, SNR is
calculated as

SNR = 10 log10
∑x ∑y R2(x, y)

∑x ∑y|R(x, y)− T(x, y)|2
, (3)

where T(x, y) is the test image, and R(x, y) represents Figure 3e as the reference image.
As the FOV of reconstructions changes, we use the FOV in the reference image to define
the effective area in all images for SNR evaluation. An evaluation of both FOV and SNR
is shown in Figure 4h. The x-axis is the distance between ground glass and obstacle.
The y-axis in the left and right is SNR and FOV respectively. Each circle marker in the
blue line indicates the SNR of a reconstructed image and the square markers in the orange
line indicate FOV. The graph manifests an obvious tradeoff between imaging FOV and
SNR. With the ground glass moving from the obstacle towards bucket detector, FOV gets
enlarged while SNR is reduced. Additionally, by comparing Figure 4b with Figure 2b, we
can see that when the ground glass clings to the iris, the FOV is enlarged to a maximum
scale, that no FOV restriction can be really noticed. On the other hand, when the ground
glass clings to the bucket detector (Figure 4g) the FOV is almost the same as that without
ground glass.

The underlying principle can be further understood according to Figure 5. As shown
in Figure 5a, the present of the iris blocks point “A” on the object plane from the FOV of SPI
system. The red solid line in Figure 5a indicates light from point “A” in certain propagation
direction that passes through the iris. Without the ground glass, it travels along straight
direction (red dash line) thus can not be detected by the detector. When ground glass is
inserted, this light beam gets scattered(blue solid lines in Figure 5a), part of the scattered
light then arrives at the detector. In this scenario, if we ignore the attenuation of light
in the scattering process, the size of detection window is actually the size of the ground
glass. FOV of the SPI system is therefore determined by the iris, the ground glass and
their distances to the object plane. Referring to Figure 3j and replacing the detector by the
ground glass, we can explain why the FOV reduces when ground glass is moved away
from the iris. In practical experiment, however, although FOV is enlarged, light attenuation
due to the scattering is nontrivial and causes the reduction of imaging SNR. The scattering
attenuation of light power happens in the propagation process from the ground glass to
the detector, and aggravates as the traveling distance increases. Thus we can see there is
a tradeoff between the imaging FOV and SNR. Figure 5b shows a reciprocal process that
illumination area gets enlarged in a traditional imaging system (as we assume that the FOV
is primarily limited by the illumination, the array camera is ignored in the figure).

To summarize, we have demonstrated how an obstacle in the detection part of SPI can
render the restriction of FOV. We explain this phenomenon using geometry optics together
with the reciprocity property of SPI to traditional imaging system with array cameras.
The restriction of FOV can be understood as the projection of the obstacle. However, it is
important that this projection process needs to be explained with the reciprocity principle.
While light in SPI system travels from the object to the detector, the projection of the obstacle
that restricts the FOV should be regarded as from the detector to the object. This back-
projection property provides an important insight to understand the reciprocity between
SPI and traditional imaging. We then show that scattering can diminish this FOV restriction
at the cost of imaging SNR.
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Figure 5. (a) Illustration of the FOV enlarged in a SPI system. Orange solid line indicates the FOV
determined by the detector size, obstacle size and their distances to the object without the present
of ground glass. Red solid line in indicates light from point “A” in certain propagation direction
that passes through the iris, and red dash line indicates its original propagation direction without
scattering. Blue lines represent scattered light of the incident light from point “A”. (b) Illustration
of the FOV enlarged in a traditional imaging system that is in a reciprocal relationship to SPI (as
we assume that the FOV is primarily limited by the illumination, the array camera is ignored in the
figure). Orange solid line indicates the FOV determined by light source size, obstacle size and their
distances to the object without the present of ground glass. Red solid line indicates light from top end
of light source in certain propagation direction, and red dash line indicates its original propagation
direction without scattering. Blue lines represent scattered light of light from the top end of light
source, and part of it can propagate through the obstacle and illuminate point “A”, which means that
FOV is enlarged.

4. Conclusions

As a new imaging technology, SPI has been widely studied in recent years. The strat-
egy of SPI is to conduct correlation measurement between illumination patterns and the
corresponding intensity values measured by a single-pixel detector. Its special imaging
modality renovates our understanding about imaging system, meanwhile makes it possible
for the new imaging scenario. In this work, we investigate and demonstrate the property
of SPI when detection is interrupted by scattering and obstacle aperture. We first prove
that scattering media in the detection part of a SPI system only reduces the SNR of imaging
to some degree, but will not destroy the imaging geometry or spatial information retrieval
of the target object. Meanwhile, we have also shown that obstacles such as an aperture can
clearly influence SPI in terms of imaging FOV. We also explain, simply under geometry
optics, the principle of this FOV restriction by referring to the reciprocity between SPI and
traditional imaging technology using array camera. We have further proposed and demon-
strated that this FOV restriction in the detection part of SPI can be overcome by introducing
scattering process around the obstacle. This FOV enlargement can also be understood
under geometry optics. We believe this study provides us an insight investigation of the
property of SPI, especially its reciprocity to traditional imaging systems. It will help us
have a better understanding of SPI. Besides, our method to enlarge FOV by using scattering
media may provide a new idea to deal with adverse imaging situation.
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